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One of  us is under the weight. One of  us is underweight. Let’s have 
a thousand awkward conversations. I am on the frontline of  your 
skin. There is a key to a lock somewhere in my pockets. Let’s have 
the smell of  oil paint. Let’s give it an enthusiastic review. The plants 
in the hall are my beacon on Thursdays. Let’s lay in the quilt from 
the thrift store that we have shopped at forever. Yes, because our 
order is complete. We are captivated with what we captured. What 
are we doing tonight? Killing bugs? Crashing cars? What are we 
doing tonight?
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You are welcome. You are welcome to borrow it. The measurements 
are off this morning but there are clean towels. A committee. We 
erase all signs. There are the glasses to attend to from last night. We 
attended last night but it didn’t sway us. It didn’t swallow us.
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Each time I come, there are new spider webs spun in every window. 
Each ache increases with time. Locked knees and three pronged bites. 
Rain. Those who are edited out of  the story are more interesting, 
and so I look for them. Old brass. Vaseline beads. Soon the boil of  
the day will come. Standing in the middle of  a tack. Everything is 
happening around this body. This body is on tilt.
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The city is a smooth assemblage. Rose hips on the pier pop with 
wasps while I no longer assemble. Those who assemble properly, 
make formation. I never do it properly, and so the gatekeepers are 
ruffled. Being 44 is punishable. I wished you were more courageous. 
We keep assuming the victim role. It is tiring. Let us repaint. The 
kitchen is tired. Walk the lake. There is a dedication each morning. 
Call the center itself. Exit each imbroglio with fewer tickets. Manage 
the hum.
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There are hidden rooms in plain sight. Pass us over and we can 
slip back and forth unannounced. You can add embellishments. 
Take credit. We all lean into each other while sleeping. You are here 
but mourning. The heat has us restless, hangs across this morning. 
Waiting. Weight. Packages of  cigarettes. Ears of  corn. Ends of  
bread. You are wearing braids now. I am no longer popular. It 
doesn’t matter.
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notes for charliegirl 1:

i

you announced that having dogs is too bourgeois& so i went to the 
SPCA the next day just before i sunk the boat/ where the men fish 
out the suckers/ it’s all dogs in cones& dying hydrangeas over here& 
i was sent home with different creams& shampoos/ but seriously i’ve 
barely seen you since& what a relief  cause you are no kind of  friend

My husband insists on calling her Ketchup/ in hopes that she one 
day will/ he says baby what is this violence that you brought home 
today& now i love it/ this suffering/ i love this thing of  suffering/ 
she peed on my jeans again/ how it constellates/ don’t worry

i took her in after it was all said& done she sits on my porch a lot 
licking her wounds/ i put her cone on& brace for the long winter& 
the vet says that it is better if  the skin gets some air/ so i try and take 
the miniature tee shirt off but her legs move to itch as soon as the air 
hits/ her tiny heart suffering in the meat

this problem you have is a deepdeep problem Ketchup/ settled itself  
in seven layers from the surface of  the skin/ cements itself  in& i say 
to him this is what you get when everything is suffering around you/ 
i saw this one laying there at the SPCA dying& thought maybe, you 
know, just this once/ sorry about your pants
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ii

Ketchup’s skin flakes onto the couch every time she scratches/now 
that the emergency is over& she can stand& feed herself/now that 
her stomach has stopped looking so minced& beside Ketchup on 
the couch my friend is tinselling apart words on her cell phone/the 
guy texts baby, don’t worry jump over the ring on my finger& come 
party& i know that she will go/ why do i know?/ that’s what comes 
to the surface when prodded/ at least along this dogged river/ it’s 
the thing to do around here/ get your tattoos over here with me 
ladies& make sure that when the boys down here pretend to ignore 
you& walk around like these puffed up peacocks/ no wait that’s the 
cirrhosis i think/ know what i mean?

i can’t get with this/ neither of  you are getting to the bottom of  
anything/ with all of  your bloody picking at things/ your fits are 
synchronized/ you’re both itching& real time healing requires rest& 
so when she goes to roll up her old forties dresses and fur hats& 
heads/ i wrap Ketchup in my old woven blanket/ that tiny head with 
all of  the suffering bound/ i am blackhearted/ moss-gathered i sit 
there& wonder why the hell i feel so sick& its because she goes where 
some dude wants to settle his bullshit under the skin like Ketchup’s 
mites& speaking of  skin your work is showing me your self  hatred& 
i judge you/ but only because you are scaring me into myself  again

the lidcurtians of  me/ the couchbones/ all of  my messages are 
hued/ these infections/ this mass exodus& the mealy jealous tricks/ 
they insist on metrics that can’t measure/ i can’t measure the flail for 
the staying& equate any sort of  solvency& so i just stop answering 
your phonecalls because i know that you will just tell me what i want 
to hear& continue& there is nothing i can do when the crotch of  
your jeans is stale cause you don’t wear underwear& when the teeth 
are slightly rotting but you’re good cause with some bright lipstick& 
some low lighting you know/ or at least i know& because of  that i 
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am afraid/ each stem pink and looking too hard for a party/ fuck 
Ketchup, fuck/ please get better

iii

when i went to pick up Ketchup at the shelter/ i met a father& 
daughter who had come to retrieve a little white dog/ the dog’s 
mom& their mom& ex-wife was murdered on Bruce street last 
month& the dog saw everything/ here is what i have to say about 
fathers& daughters/ i nurse Ketchup to a place where she only has 
outbreaks on her skin that are bad& this should tell you about the 
first place

iv.

tonight is green and lowdown/ there has been a staff outbreak& so 
you can find me mopping up this disgrace& shadowboxing bullies in 
between orange juice& a cigarette/ you can find me hovering over 
Ketchup& worrying about her ability to walk& everything in front 
of  me is stuck on repeat/ it’s stuck on repeat& i say it real time/ i 
absquatulate/ i am autonomous/ i can’t get with all of  this& i hear 
that you went shopping for new underwear so you can go meet a 
married man/ i hear they are sexy& yep its me again& they just keep 
coming back firing up the skin with itch& Ketchup can’t die/ she is 
my only mascot
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v.

i pull out of  a sinkandfurrow/ tilt the boat back up cause otherwise/ 
doesn’t it?/ is that what you wait for?/ holy Plath/ holy Sexton/ 
holy Smart/ holy MacEwan& i consider making a pin that says sad 
lady poet/ i could start a team& when i first got clean i spent my 
rent money on a pair of  tiny brass moons from Gwendolyn’s estate 
because i heard she tried

tonight i put coconut oil on Ketchup’s skin to choke the mites out/ 
LOOSEN YOUR HOLD YOU LITTLE FUCKERS/ someone 
has to live here/ we right the boat the best we can& when they 
finally go they leave the skin destroyed with infection/ make a huge 
fuss as they die off/ she is laying on the couch& all i can do is give 
some blankets as the winter hollows the stocks
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divination i

Begin bawling bring forth phlegm in string- 
a-lings toilet hoverer thigh-blossoms 
of  flimsy cotton making fugues breaking  
cocaine peeling couches strung with cat  
eyes chatoyant sternum jostles heart  
homeward skyward cloud forms 
your windows full of  sycamore weeds run 
to the sky ledges of  tidy journals suck air  
skin particles magical thinking. Clock ticks 
begin meaningful positions shivering 
cellulite dust bunnies drywall disintegrating 
right in front of  you pre-phoenix 
queen of  bitches broken arrows cuss me 
out right at the corner why don’t you 
you guilt-ridden you know what 
tape fifty dollar bills to my door on days 
of  crisis hang soft Portuguese bread  
and deli meats on my doorknob. Crucify 
me later
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divination ii

Staccato cigarettes snuffed in porcelain eggs 
garbage a panacea ears corn crusts overfull  
and you swear like a trucker take everyone
unaware and then there is the filth under
fur hats there are constellations strung 
collarbones heading skyward strung 
feathers but the costume jewelry weighs 
you down just enough so you don’t blow
away drink vodka blame the black shrouded
be a high-browed tough reed caught up in
elaborately groomed teaspoons 
of  sugarlemon tiny glasses of  long dead
pheasants in the brushlight fires 
sponge your feet on the pavement brim
bent to fit heart fisted spine


